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Cardinal Newman
and the “Conversion of England”
John R. GRIFFIN

In this paper I want to examine Newman’s response to what was for
many a major theme in the Catholic revival of the nineteenth century,
namely the belief that England was on the threshold of conversion to the
Catholic church. By conversion I mean the change of one religion for
another; in this case a change from Anglicanism to what Protestants invariably called the “church of Rome.” Such a change was, according to Newman, either a great sin or a great duty. Newman’s friends in the Church of
England agreed with Newman’s assessment of such a move, and were
strongly inclined to emphasize the sin of leaving the Church of England.1
In his Catholic correspondence Newman seldom mentioned the idea of
large-scale conversions, and then, as a rule, by way of dismissal. But there
are two important exceptions. In 1848 he did remark that England might be
converted if it were not for a shortage of priests. His remark, however, was
in response to a successful mission that some of the Oratorians had
conducted with the London Irish.2 In another letter of that year, Newman
protested the decision of Bishop Ullathorne to suspend a new series of saints’
lives that had begun under the direction of Frederic Faber. Newman urged
that the English could only be converted through a “high” line on the part of
Catholics:
Protestants are converted by high views, not low ones; to hide from them
the Lives of the Saints, is to escape indeed offending those who never
would be converted, but at the same time to miss those who would; nay,
those who might in the event be saints themselves. We sacrifice the good
to the bad.3
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The dispute with Ullathorne was eventually concluded, but the bishop
was hardly alone in his misgivings about the strange (i.e., miracles) element
in the lives of the saints. Thus, shortly after his conversion Newman fell
under the “cloud” that was to plague him for many of his years in the
Catholic church.
In addition to a voluminous correspondence, Newman kept a journal
during his life as a Catholic. The journal is not pleasant reading, for it is
mainly concerned with his private struggles with one or another faction in
the Catholic church. As Newman grew older, the journal became even
gloomier as one generation of his critics was replaced by another. First it was
Fr. Faber and Cardinal Wiseman, then W.G. Ward, editor of the Dublin
Review, and Cardinal Manning, as well as a host of lesser figures in England
and Rome.4
The Essay on Development remained a suspicious document to Catholic
theologians,5 and Newman’s efforts on behalf of Catholic education were put
aside as an excursion in “literary vanities.”6 Newman’s marginal role in The
Rambler had caused him still greater problems, and in 1859 he was deleted
to Rome for heresy.7 Newman was too liberal for the hierarchy and not
liberal enough for some of the laity, especially Lord Acton. With certain
exceptions, the Apologia had done little to restore Newman’s status with
important Catholics, and one of his archcritics expressed the regret that he
had ever started writing again.8 The greatest complaint against Newman,
however, was not related to any of these mooted charges against his
orthodoxy. Rather, it was commonly believed that he was “doing nothing”
for the church. In the language of the time, “doing nothing” meant not
making converts. Here is Newman’s description of his standing in the second
half of the nineteenth century:
I had disappointed friends & enemies, since I had been a Catholic, by doing
nothing. The reason is conveyed in the remark of Marshall of Brighton to
Fr. Ambrose last week: ‘Why, he has made no converts, as Manning &
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Faber have.’ Here is the real secret of my ‘doing nothing.’ The only thing,
of course, which is worth producing is fruit – but with the Cardinal
immediate show is fruit, and conversions the sole fruit. At Propaganda,
conversions and nothing else, are the proof of doing anything. Everywhere
with Catholics, to make converts, is doing something; and not to make
them is ‘doing nothing.’ And further still, in the estimate of Propaganda,
of the Cardinal, & of Catholics generally, they must be splendid
conversions of great men, noblemen, learned men, not simply of the poor.
It must be recollected that at Rome they have had visions of the whole of
England coming over to the Church, and that their notion of the
instrumentality of this conversion en masse, is the conversion of persons
of rank.9

The above entry, like most of the journal, is undated, but the cardinal is
Wiseman, who had been taken up with the idea that England was about to
become Catholic. How Wiseman came to that conclusion is a story in itself,10
but we can measure his enthusiasm for the idea of massive conversions by a
letter from the early 1840s:
I have hardly any doubt that in a short time we shall have many joining us,
and I know that they look to us ... as the person through and by whom their
return to the Catholic Church will be effected. What a glorious thing it
would be to see even a dozen or 20 Oxford men established at St. Mary’s
pursuing their ecclesiastical studies! I will not despair of seeing such a
happy event and then I should begin to hope more sanguinely for England’s
conversion.11

Wiseman was not alone in his expectations, and he was encouraged in
his notion by Ambrose de Lisle, a convert from 1830. De Lisle wrote to
Wiseman about the prospect of massive conversions: “We ... look to your
Lordship as the Apostle especially raised up for the reconversion of our
beloved country.”12
Other friends were equally enthusiastic for that ideal, and all of
Newman’s efforts on behalf of Catholics and Catholic doctrine were as
9
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nothing compared to the on-going efforts to return England to the faith.
Newman’s writings, in fact, may have hurt his popularity with the hierarchy
since he seemed even less than indifferent towards the Wiseman agenda.
But the journal does have its cheerful side. Late in his life, Newman was
probably the only Catholic who had received any measure of respect from
Protestants. The Roman clergy were also very kind in their appreciation of
what Newman had done for them. The final entry in the journal is perhaps
the most interesting of all: “Since writing the above, I have been made a
Cardinal!”13
Newman was made a cardinal in May, 1879, but the rumor that Leo XIII
might nominate him for the honor had existed for almost a year. Some of the
credit for that honor belongs to the English laity, who had received no
encouragement from Cardinal Manning.14 Yet the pope had every reason to
call Newman “My cardinal, my cardinal.” The general belief was that
Newman was dangerous; he was a liberal. W.G. Ward said he would rather
have a man die unconverted than be brought into the church through
Newman’s influence.15 Manning, for his part, suffered in silence, but may
have been responsible for the idea that Newman had refused the honor. He
did, moreover, edit a collection of Ward’s Dublin Review essays in 1881, and
Ward had written that the mission of his Catholic life was to oppose the
principles espoused by the Rambler.16
When Newman went to Rome to receive the cardinal’s hat, the
authorities, especially the pope, were very kind, but his visit was not pleasant
as he had been sick for most of the time. When he returned to England, there
was a widespread rejoicing at England’s cardinal. Newman then offered a
series of brief addresses to groups who supported him during his years of
unpopularity. These addresses are usually about Catholic devotions or
expressions of gratitude and of no great interest to the general reader. There
are, however, two important exceptions, and it is curious that none of
Newman’s biographers or Newman scholars have paid any attention to them,
since they serve as a kind of summary to Newman’s Catholic life. The first
is “The Relations Between Catholics and Protestants” (Jan. 1880), the second
“The Conversion of England” (May 1880).
In the first Newman described the improved relations between Catholics
and Protestants. His point of reference was the widespread enthusiasm for the
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honor he had received, an enthusiasm which was in marked contrast to the
response that his predecessor had received. When Wiseman had first been
appointed as Archbishop of London and published his letter Out of the
Flaminean Gate, all of England had protested. The Anglican bishops, the
Prime Minister (Russell), and popular press had condemned the letter and its
author as illustrations of Rome’s insolence.17 Wiseman and the pope were
burnt in effigy; Punch began a series of savage caricatures of the pope and
Wiseman in some imperious gesture. Newman was added to this duo since
he was believed to have opened the door for the “papal aggression” via the
Oxford Movement.18 Priests were stoned and Catholic churches burnt or
damaged. A literature was invented to show the truth about convent life in
which every young woman was the prisoner of the priests’ sexual desires. No
woman was safe if a Catholic priest were in the neighborhood, and the “No
Popery” agitation was spread throughout Canada, America, and Australia.
Laws were enacted against religious gatherings, and it was routinely asserted
that every thinking Catholic was at heart a skeptic.19
Newman was not exaggerating when he wrote in a sermon of 1850 that
no slander was too absurd or malicious not to be readily believed by
Protestants. Much of that slander was directed at himself. He had gone over
to Rome because of his injured feelings, and was about to return to the
English church. He had become a skeptic and given up all religion. His
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morals had deteriorated. 20 Contrary to the comments of Owen Chadwick,
these attacks on Catholics were not confined to the lower orders.21 Most of
the more serious slanders came from the highest levels of England. By 1880,
however, the position of Catholics had changed, and some of that change can
be traced to Newman’s influence.
For one, Newman always refused to join in the attacks on the English
church or the Anglo-Catholics within the national church. It is true that he
did not regard the Church of England as a church, but he thought that there
was no need for the chronic abuse of the English church that was so
characteristic of the Catholic press in the nineteenth century. For another,
Newman had shown that Catholics could be and usually were good
Englishmen. They did not take their orders from Rome or The Dublin
Review, nor were they divided, as a rule, in their loyalties. They did not lie
under the sanction of St. Alphonsus de Liguori, nor were they idolaters under
the support of Faber. Each of these issues had been addressed by Newman in
the Apologia and later works.22 Another factor for the spread of something
like good will towards Catholics was the increased number of conversions in
the second half of the nineteenth century. According to Newman, it was hard
to think of an English family that had not given at least one convert to the
church. Thus, whatever one might think about Catholics in general, it was
difficult to believe that the same about a Catholic relative.23
In the same address Newman did gently observe that the earlier policies
of Wiseman and others had been poorly calculated to assist English
Catholics. The reference was to Wisema’'s Out of the Flaminean Gate.
Without intending it, Wiseman had offered a “great insult” to Protestants by
apparently forgetting that they already had a religion. Another source of
insult was connected to the letter; that is, the promulgation of prayers for the
conversion of England, which Wiseman had published shortly before
Newman’s conversion.24 Such prayers seemed to suggest that England was
no more than a heathen nation. Those prayers were still in effect when
Newman was made a cardinal and until the early sixties of this century.
In the second of these addresses, “The Conversion of England,”
Newman set forth his own opinion about the suitability of prayers for
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England’s conversion. The topic of England’s conversion was both “difficult
and dangerous.” Difficult because it related to the future; dangerous because
it might give offense to Protestants, and prompt a return of the violent
anti-catholicism of earlier periods. Since the prayers had been officially
enjoined upon Catholics, it was appropriate to examine what Catholics meant
when they said the prayers. “Do we mean,” he asked, “the conversion of the
State, or of the nation, or of the people, or of the race? Of which of these, or
all of these together? –for there is an indistinctness in the word ‘England.’”25
What, also, are these people to be converted to, and from what? In the past,
such prayers were that the whole nation might become Catholic; then the
chief instrument of massive conversions was the state. Catholics in earlier
periods had prayed for a Catholic monarch, as Primitive Christians had
prayed for a Christian emperor and the defeat of a pagan emperor. But
English Catholics had not really done well with either Queen Mary or James
II. Acts were committed in the reign of the former that provided an excuse
for the terrible reprisals that followed. The same acts, moreover, created an
enduring prejudice against Catholics that was still fresh in the minds of
Victorian Protestants. Such prayers, if suited to a time of persecution, were
no longer appropriate. The best that Catholics should hope for was to be left
alone by the state.
The first requisite for all prayer was a spirit of resignation, and that
spirit had been absent in the prayers that had been said for the conversion of
Newman’s Anglican friends, especially Dr. Pusey. Contrary to the
expectations of Wiseman and many others, Pusey had never been near to the
Catholic church. The multitude of masses and novenas for his conversion,
according to Newman, might bring a heavier judgment on Pusey, who was
almost a pure Protestant; that is, one who went exclusively by his own
judgment.26
It was even less appropriate to pray for the conversion of the whole
English nation. Prayer should be directed toward a plausible object. The
conversion of England, as Newman observed, would be like bringing a dead
person back to life. Of course, the miracle had happened in the past, which
created a philosophical argument that it might happen again. But the
“normal” case of miracles was different in that the Creator seemed to honor
the laws of nature even as He extended or suspended their effects. St.
Augustine’s conversion was a choice example of such a miracle. His mother
had prayed constantly for his conversion, but it came after his visit to Milan
on other business. Catholics ought to direct their attention to a natural
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working out of Catholic ideals in a country that had already witnessed an
amazing revival of those ideals.27
The most important reason for such prayers was to honor the blood and
sufferings of the English martyrs. It was a law of providence that no good
ever came about without suffering on the part of those who were agents of
that good, but there was another law of providence that ought to comfort
Victorian Catholics: No suffering for good ever went unrewarded. Newman’s
message of 1880 was anticipated in his most famous sermon, “The Second
Spring,” and a few excerpts from it might be useful to illustrate his thoughts.
In his sermon of thirty years earlier he had written:
It is not God's way that great blessings should descend without the sacrifice
first of great sufferings.. .We have no light outfit for our opening warfare.
Can we religiously suppose that the blood of our martyrs three centuries
ago and since, shall never receives its recompense? These priests, secular
and regular, did they suffer for no end? or rather, for an end which is not
yet accomplished.28

With the vehemence of the anti-Catholic protests of his time, Newman
anticipated that fresh blood might be spilt as the church made its formal
return in England. Certainly, there would be suffering, and Newman always
regarded his sufferings during the Achilli trial as an illustration of that first
law of providence in its operation.
Several pages earlier I suggested that Newman’s address might be read
as a partial summary of his Catholic life, and it might be useful to briefly
examine some of his earlier writings on the subject of converting the
English. Individual conversions, like that John Keble and E.B. Pusey, do
briefly come up in his writings, but Newman was well aware that neither
Keble nor Pusey was likely to become Catholic. The idea of massive
conversions is addressed in three of the longer volumes: Difficulties Felt by
Anglicans (1850), The Present Position of Catholics in England (1851), and
the Apologia Pro Vita Sua (1864).
By conversion of an English Christian, Newman meant an addition to
what that Christian already believed. Here is Newman’s definition of that
process:
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They [converts] come, not so much to lose what they have, as to gain what
they have not; and in order that, by means of what they have, more will
given to them.29

A convert from Protestantism, however, did change his religion. The
word reunion, as it was used in Newman’s time, meant something else, the
larger movement of two separate bodies towards each other, which we today
call ecumenism. Ecumenism, as I understand it, proscribes individual
conversions. Newman expressed a slight interest in 1841 in the idea of
corporate union with Rome, but he faulted those Catholics who seemed to be
promoting union between Rome and Canterbury all the while aiming at
individual conversions. The greater issue was that the Catholic overtures
towards himself and the other Tractarians enhanced the popular idea that the
Tractarians were acting as ‘Jesuits” in doing the work of Rome while
professed members of the Protestant Church of England.
It might be convenient to begin with the best-known of Newman’s
works, the Apologia. The most common reading of the Apologia is that it is,
in no small way, a work of fiction.30 Newman created an ideal portrait of
himself with the idea of recovering his lost place in the Catholic life of
England and his lost friends in the English church. On the other hand,
Newman anticipated and denied that reading. He said that the writing of the
Apologia was a solemn duty and that he was answering his many ‘judges”
with the work: those who had accused him of acting in bad faith during his
Anglican years; those, like Dr. Pusey, who said that he had gone over to
Rome because of his sensitivity, and those who said that he was not a good
Catholic because he was not doing his part to promote the conversion of
England. This last charge is specifically addressed in the following:
Since I have been a Catholic, people have sometimes accused me of
backwardness in making converts; and Protestants have argued from it that
I have no great eagerness to do so. It would be against my nature to act
otherwise than I do; but besides, it would be to forget the lessons which I
gained in the experience of my own history of the past.31

In a related passage, Newman did offer an apology to Father Spencer,
an earlier convert, from Anglicanism, who had been doing his best to
promote the idea that England was ripe for conversion. Spencer had visited
England in 1842 with the idea of promoting prayers for the reunion of Rome
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and Canterbury. At that time, Newman regarded him as an apostate
Anglican and refused to meet with him.
We can measure the accuracy of the Apologia by looking briefly at
Newman’s earlier works of controversy, Difficulties Felt by Anglicans (1850)
and its sequel, The Present Position of Catholics in England (1851).
The occasion of the Difficulties lectures was a trial of doctrine that was
going on in the civil courts. The plaintiff was a clergyman named R.G.
Gorham, whose denial of Baptismal Regeration (i.e., that baptism was
essential for membership in the church) had caused his bishop to deny him
a living in the Exeter diocese. The bishop’s denial had been upheld by a
church court, whereupon Gorham took his case to a secular court, the Privy
Council, and won. The disputed doctrine was an “open question” in the
Church of England. The doctrine was perhaps less important than what the
court’s ruling illustrated about the Church of England. The ultimate
authority in the English church was the state, the very heresy that Newman
and the other Tractarians had set out to oppose in the Oxford Movement.
At first Newman was content to watch the trial progress. It was no
concern of Catholics, and it would be wrong to spoil a “party fight” in the
English church. The trial was the natural result of a machinery that Henry
VIII had set up but of no concern to Catholics.32 Rather suddenly, Newman
changed his mind and determined to give the lectures addressed to those who
had remained behind in the English church. In the Difficulties Newman
argued that the original Oxford Movement had been founded in a
fundamental ignorance of the origins and traditions of the English church.
The Tractarians had not known that the church had been founded in
erastianism and that to attack erastianism was to attack the church itself. But
the response of the church, statesmen, bishops, clergy and laity, to the first
principles of 1833 had forever destroyed the earlier excuse of “invincible
ignorance.” Those who professed, as everyone had professed in 1833, a belief
in the dogmatic principle and the authority of the church in matters of
doctrine ought to be Catholics. The very authorities that the Tractarians had
intended to support – the Anglican bishops – had repudiated their teachings
as dangerous (“Roman”) and the only option was for those who remained to
ignore such repudiations and to “set up for themselves” within the national
church; that is, to form a “party” within the church. But that measure was
also inconsistent with the professions of 1833, and it had the effect of
narrowing the exponents of Catholic orthodoxy to a very small number of
Oxford clergymen. Such a process was morally dangerous and intellectually
absurd.
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Given Newman’s harsh portrait of the Church of England, or, as he
called it throughout the lectures, the “Establishment,” it is easy to imagine
that he had been commissioned by Wiseman to write the Difficulties. Yet it
was Newman who proposed the lectures, and a close reader will discover
much in Newman’s version of the movement that contradicts Wiseman’s
version. The Tractarians had always been a very small number; then, there
was the intrinsic conflict with the agenda of 1833 and the aspirations of the
national church. According to Newman, the Tractarians had been unable to
influence the Establishment and those who remained in it could not expect
to withstand the flood-tide of liberalism. The national church was a reflection
of the will of the nation, and in the Victorian age that will was increasingly
liberal.33
At the same time, there were problems with the Catholic church.
Protestant travellers were often scandalized at the behavior of Catholics they
encountered in their tours of the continent. Catholic countries, moreover,
were behind Protestant countries in their social and economic development.
The religious orders of the church were often engaged in unseemly struggles,
so much so that the unity of the church seemed not to exist. In elaborating
on these ‘difficulties” Newman may have struck Wiseman’s nerves, but he
was at least faithful to the Tractarian literature. He and others had been
scandalized on their trips to Italy.
The Difficulties lectures have always been regarded as too polemical34
in purpose to serve as an accurate history of the religious revival of 1833, and
perhaps more than any other of Newman’s Catholic volumes the lectures
seemed to justify Fr. MacDougall’s complaint that Newman was too much
the propagandist to be a good historian.35 Still, the abundance of citations
from the “literature” of 1833 is almost unique in the entire body of writings
about the revival. Those who maintained the ideals of 1833 ought to be
Catholics if some of the more common objections to the Catholic church
could be removed.
It was otherwise with the great majority of English Protestants and the
English church, and this is the problem that Newman addressed in the
lectures of 1851, The Present Position of Catholics in England. The Present
Position is addressed to Catholics in his attempt to explain the origins of the
“No Popery” riots that were then going on throughout England. The riots
and the prejudice that motivated those riots have scarcely been noticed by
33
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historians of the nineteenth century, and with all that can be said on behalf
of “the Age of Reform” etc., the display of fierce anti-Catholicism was not
confined to the “vulgar” classes. Newman traced the origins of that prejudice
to the Reformation itself, when all the literary talent of the day had been
enlisted on behalf of the new religion and Catholics silenced. The result of
three hundred years of indoctrination in the new religion meant that the
Victorian Protestant was hardly about to become Catholic; and the success
of the Protestant legend had been secured by imposing a silence upon
Catholics that had lasted until the early part of the nineteenth century.
The standard reading of The Present Position is that it is a work of
satire.36 Newman was exploiting the “John Bull” type in a manner not unlike
that of Dickens. But Newman flatly and repeatedly denied such a reading,
and in his indictment of the Reformation and the propaganda used to ensure
its success, he posed the first major challenge to a Protestant tradition of
three hundred years. As recently as 1828 Macaulay had remarked that the
Reformation was the most disputed and least understood period in English
history.37 Of course, Cobbett and Lingard had challenged the Protestant
version, but the myth of the Reformation was as vital in 1851 as it ever had
been.
One of the most interesting development of the Oxford Movement was
a changed perception of the English Reformation. R.W. Church’s celebrated
“memoir” of the Oxford Movement virtually dismissed the idea that the
Church of England was created in the sixteenth century, and his
interpretation has been followed by virtually all modern Anglican scholars
who dismiss the events of the Reformation as unimportant or “unprofitable”
in the history of the church of England.38 But in Newman’s time, the work
of Henry VIII and Elizabeth I, as well as the acts of “Bloody Mary,” were
taken as proof of England’s moral superiority and God’s providential care for
the English people.39 In any event, Newman’s treatment of the Reformation
and its effects were regarded as proof of his moral deterioration.
The idea behind the Present Position was to suggest a policy for
Catholics in Victorian England. In the ninth discourse, Newman proposed
an agenda for Catholics that was in partial contrast to Wiseman’s ideal.
First, Catholics should live in such a way as would directly contradict what
their neighbors might believe about them. Protestants might well believe that
36
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distant Catholics were the most immoral sort, but that did not matter so long
as those Catholics they knew did not fall into that category. Personal
influence was everything in breaking-down the Protestant legends about the
Catholic church. The second duty of Catholics seems to have been aimed
directly at Wiseman. Catholics ought not to hope for conversions from
English Protestants for the Protestant mind was incapable of even listening
to arguments on behalf of the church. Catholics who were able should
attempt to contradict their critics by direct confrontation.
England was not on the threshold of conversion. Attempts at conversion
usually resulted in greater violence against Catholics. The question was one
of Catholic policy in a time of persecution, and in his correspondence of this
period Newman was even more critical of the Wiseman ideal. A letter of this
period illustrates his position:
I am not displeased at this row, though the extreme trouble it causes to
private persons, domestic persecution, tyrannical efforts at conversion and
the like, are the most serious and painful matters-but I mean in its public
bearing. Humbug is detestable – and at home and abroad such things have
been said of the approaching conversion of England, as make one rejoice
in any thing, however rude, which destroys the dream.40

Before he had completed The Present Position, Newman was informed
that he was being sued by the Evangelicals for his attack on the ex-priest
Giacinto Achilli. The Evangelicals had brought Achilli to England to lecture
on the horrors of Popery from which he had recently escaped. Achilli had
been imprisoned by the Roman Inquisition, but not for the reasons stated by
the Evangelical party. He had attacked three women while a priest and been
suspended for those attacks, but to Victorian Protestants he was a martyr for
the gospel. Wiseman had set forth his history in an article for the Dublin
Review, which Newman used in the fifth lecture. If any one event in the
history of the Victorian church could be used to illustrate the depth of
anti-Catholic sentiments, the Achilli trial and verdict would be a likely
candidate.
Many of the Evangelicals knew or suspected Achilli’s guilt, but since
Newman failed to prove one point in his charges, he was found guilty of libel
and fined. At the end of the trial, one of the judges lectured Newman on his
moral deterioration since becoming a Catholic. The lecture was entitled a
“Puseyite jobation” to indicate its source, and one of the stock arguments in
the Anglo-Catholic arsenal was that men deteriorated after they became
Catholics. In addition, the Protestant journals took up Achilli’s case. When
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he was declared to be implicitly guilty on two of the charges made by
Newman, the fault was not the ex-priest’s but the Roman church and its vow
of celibacy. These were the persons that Wiseman and others believed were
about to become Catholic.
Throughout the trial and beyond, Newman was remarkably patient. The
fact that the present pope has declared him to be venerable suggest that his
patience, as I think, was heroic in quality. The student of Newman’s life and
work will notice a certain irony throughout this paper. Newman was in fact
as interested in making converts as Wiseman or his party. Perhaps a third of
Newman’s Catholic correspondence is addressed to those who had come to
Newman with inquiries about the faith and were stuck on some “difficulty”
in the church. Newman’s Catholic volumes, as well, were often addressed to
problems that born Catholics cannot imagine. What was required was a
pre-disposition towards the church. Without that, further discussion was
useless. Hence the motto Newman selected when he became a cardinal: “Cor
ad cor loquitur.”
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